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Tamper Detection is Part of Our Physical World
 But what about our “digital world”

 
?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
To understand the gravitas associated with safeguarding any asset’s integrity, you don’t need to go farther than your local grocery store. The next time you go shopping, look at how many manufacturers protect the integrity of their goods (or assets) with tamper evident seals. Toothpaste, over-the-counter medicines, orange juice, milk…all of these goods have visible tamper evident seals on them. How many of you have knowingly bought goods whose seals have been broken or compromised? Not many, I imagine…at least if you have low risk tolerance. The fact that the seals are broken doesn’t necessarily mean that the goods inside have been tampered but it does raise the concern that a probability exists, greater than zero percent, that some alteration may have occurred. Is it worth the risk to find out? 

Likewise, when it comes to managing your electronic files, how can you tell whether the files you store in their intended states have never changed without some proof that a tamper-evident seal provides? Now more than ever, as e-discovery rules and court opinions take shape, companies that operate in regulated and litigious industries who do not have these kinds of safeguards in place are massively exposed to the risk of data manipulation and the resulting loss of a case that could impact the business.
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Data Integrity vs. Data Authenticity 

RECORD MANAGEMENT PHASE DISCOVERY PHASE

LITIGATION     HOLD

(T = 20 years) (T = 150 - 300 days)

DATA  INTEGRITY:

Assurance that data has not been 
altered (intentionally or unintentionally) 
in the normal course of business 
operations between “here" and “there," 
or between "then" and "now.”

DATA  AUTHENTICITY:

Assurance to any legal or regulatory 
entity that data has not been altered 
(intentionally or unintentionally) in the 
normal course of business operations 
between “here" and “there," or 
between "then" and "now.”

Presenter
Presentation Notes
There are two sides of the coin when we speak to proving the integrity of and also, legally defending the authenticity of … an electronic record.

In the former, proving record integrity…we view this as a necessary proactive step in an organization’s electronic record management workflow process. Therefore we define proving data integrity as “…the assurance….

In the latter, legally defending the authenticity of electronic records…we view this as a logical next step  in the electronic record management process that normally happens once a litigious event is cited and a litigation hold is issued. Notice that I said “logical next step” and not a reactive step. This distinction is vital when we speak directly to proving the integrity of an electronic record…and then legally defending its authenticity…throughout the chain-of-custody of the evidence in question. Therefore, we define proving data authenticity as “…assurance to…”




Tamper Detection is Extremely Difficult

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here are some examples of manipulated photos…




…Same patient, miraculously cured….
courtesy of Adobe Photoshop

Patient with cancerous lesions on rib 
in 2nd and 4th images…

Electronic Record Tampering
 Easy to do…hard to authenticate

Presenter
Presentation Notes
But to get a real feel for the real threat and impact that data integrity challenges pose on our society, one can look squarely at our healthcare and insurance system. Here is the prequel to what we can expect when nations move toward electronic health records. We are already dealing with reimbursement challenges for diagnoses and tests performed by health care providers…but what if a patient who is diagnosed with stage 4 cancer is denied payment because the insurer believes he/she does not actually have cancer? In this scenario, the burden of proof is on both parties to prove the authenticity of the electronic X-ray. Could it have been altered by Photoshop? How could both parties prove their case. Getting back to the grocery store analogy…where is the tamper evident seal on the X-Ray?




Altering Electronic Video Surveillance
 Covering tracks

There are three men in this 

 
building at 11:20:26 …

… what happened to them?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Research indicates that more than 80% of all security breaches and electronic record tampering occur inside an organization’s perimeter – often by trusted employees.6

Digital information is subject to far easier manipulation than analog information, but tampering is difficult to prove.

Editing software exists for almost all types of digital information, whether they be business records (word processing), photographs (image editing software) or PDFs (software tools to decrypt Adobe Acrobat PDF files such as PDF Cracker).

In this case, where is the tamper-evident seal on video surveillance footage? How can you tell if motivated insiders were dubbed out of the image or were never there in the first place?




3:59pm4:00pm

Late Trading
 Stealing wealth

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Likewise, how can you prove that a windfall in the stock market wasn’t a direct result from back-dating a transaction before the 4pm close with market enriched information received at 4:30pm?




Stealing Intellectual Property Content
 Ensuring a head‐start at whatever cost

This schematic found its way into the hands of a 

 
competitor, courtesy of a departed engineer …

… what was left behind in the organization's 

 
archive by the recently departed engineer 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Likewise, how can  I prove that an idea cultivated in my department actually occurred despite losing a scientist to a competitor who in 6 months launched an identical product that we conceived?




Proving Data Authenticity
 Why it is important

•

 
Intellectual Property Protection

• Prove ownership of trade secrets and ideas

• Mitigate risks when developing new content or collaborating

•

 
Motivated Insider

• “Covering tracks”

• Protecting reputations

• Concealing problems

•

 
Information Lifecycle Risk

• System upgrades

• Employee turnover

• Chain‐of‐custody

•

 
Proving You Have Good Operating Practices

• Needed step in records management workflow

•

 
Lawyers and Regulators Understand Data Authenticity Issues

• Amended Federal Rules of Civil Procedure

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So…why is proving data authenticity important?

In R&D, scientists and bio-informatics managers need an independent, transparent and legally defensible method to prove ownership of their ideas and when they created them. In this regard, they also required a fundamentally simple and automated way to attest to their ownership and authenticity throughout the collaboration process.

In financial services and other regulated markets, compliance and risk managers need an automated data level control to safeguard the data and prove, to a regulator or a lawyer that their records, including the audit logs and metadata, have never been altered.

In all industries, proving that electronic records throughout their chain-of-custody…independent of the normal issues surrounding people, processes and systems management, including but not limited to employee turnover, systems upgrades, change management… that these records could withstand legal scrutiny and could protect the organization 

Lastly, with the evolution of laws and coda surrounding the treatment of evidence, lawyers inside the organization want to take a proactive step toward litigation defense and the first step is securing the corporate records that are the life blood of the organization.




Data Authenticity: A Vital Legal Defense

“When the facts are weak, attack the process that manages the facts.”
‐‐

 

Tim Carroll, Esq., Vedder

 

Price

Ask the questions ‐

 

“Is it possible

 

that…

…data changed throughout its chain‐of‐custody?”

…Joe, an administrator, could have manipulated your files and audit logs?”

…outside parties gained unauthorized administrative access to your service?”

…metadata were changed during systems upgrades or data transmission?”

…data changed during the systems migration after the merger last month?”

…the EHR system you manage has been breached and the records changed?”

…your surveillance evidence has been tampered during its chain‐of‐custody?”

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We spoke briefly about lawyers using data integrity challenges as a weapon in e-discovery and litigation. How would you answer these questions if you were deposed in your organization?

[Read each question]

Is it possible that any of the scenarios posed by the lawyer could have happened in your organization. If you answered yes, and have no way of proving otherwise, you have business risk. 




Rulings from the Bench
 Requirements of authenticity

“. . . The record being proffered must be shown to continue to be an accurate representation 

 
of the record that originally was created.”

– Judge Klein, American Express Travel Related Services Co., Inc. v. Vee

 

Vinhnee

“[T]he

 

inability to get evidence admitted because of a failure to authenticate it almost always 

 
is a self‐inflicted injury which can be avoided by thoughtful advance preparation.”

– United States Magistrate Judge Paul Grimm, Lorraine v. Markel

“First, judges may well begin demanding authentication foundations that do more than constitute 
trivial showings….Unless you know how to oppose the authentication foundation of your opponent, 
you will miss out on this opportunity to exclude evidence

 

from being admitted.”
– George Paul, Esq., Foundations of Digital Evidence

“If it is critical to the success of your case to admit into evidence computer stored records, it 

 
would be prudent to plan to authenticate the record by the most rigorous standard

 

that 

 
may be applied.”

– Judge Paul Grimm, Lorraine v. Markel

Presenter
Presentation Notes
To add additional color to my point, the following are excerpts from judges’ opinions citing the need to have more rigorous and defensible data authentication controls in order to have an opportunity to argue one’s case. 




The Chain‐of‐Custody Threat is Real
 Relevant case law

•

 
Chain‐of‐Custody
• the unbroken trail of accountability that ensures and proves the

 

physical 

 
security of samples, data, and records

•

 
Case Law Examples:
• Coca‐Cola v. Pepsi (2006)

• Best Buy v. Microsoft (2007)

• South Korea Health Ministry v. Hwang Woo‐suk

 

(2005)

• U.S. Government v. Daniel Calugar, Security Brokerage Inc. (2005)

• Aguilar v. Benner Convalescent Center (2005)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A growing body of case law exists where electronic evidence has been proven to be spoliated, or altered, thus forcing an unfavorable judgment o ruling  against the accused. The following are a small sample of actual cases where the failure to authenticate electronic evidence was the prime determinant in the judge’s opinion.
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Chain‐of‐Custody in the Cloud
 How authenticity as‐a‐service mitigates data integrity risk
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BUSINESS RISK BUSINESS IMPACT

Revenue from Patent $200,000,000

Costs:

Legal Fees  $2,000,000

Opportunity Cost $3,000,000

Revenue Lost (Neg. Pub.) $10,000,000

Lost Royalties (Lost Patent) $59,550,000

Total Risk $274,550,000

Solution: Migrated to ERM processes with integrated, automated integrity 
protection and authentication controls

Managing Electronic Trade Secrets
 Corporate & strategic risk case study

Global Semi-conductor Company Case Study

The Case: 
• Scientist joined competitor
• New product launched
• Injunction filed
• 2 + years in Discovery
• 7 years of paper notebooks
• Sales Impact: “Wait & See”
• Sales Impact II: Indemnity
• Lost case: No Proof

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Safeguarding electronic record integrity does come with an ROI. The following is an actual case study that proves this.

In 2001 , a global semiconductor company entered into a patent litigation case. The company owns over 9,000 patents. 5 years prior, a top scientist left and joined a competitor. The competitor, within a 6 month time frame, announced and launched a competing product…the very same product concept that he had been working on with his prior employer. 

Two plus years were spent in Discovery. The company was still very paper-dependent. All research was housed in paper laboratory notebooks. All of the scientists in the department, along with lawyers, delved through 7 years of lab notebooks. 

Of course, the market was well aware of the litigation, and as a result, many sales prospects took a “wait-and-see approach” before buying from the company. Also, they wanted indemnification clauses written into their sales contracts should the legal decision go against the company. All told, the sales and revenue impact was severe. The lost revenue impact alone was close to $60M

The bottomline….The Company found the exact pages of the lab notebook where the idea was generated inside the organization. However, they could not produce the notebook as evidence because there was no witness signature, nor was there a date and time stamp proving its origin. As a result, the Company had to settle with its competitor, relinquish all ownership rights to the patent application and license the right to sell the product from its competitor. 

The end result…
The company lost $200MM of potential revenue driven by the core patent
The company lost $10MM of pipeline due to negative publicity
The Company had to pay $2MM in External Legal Fees: $1MM of its own plus the competitor’s
The Company had to absorb $3MM in Opportunity Cost from the lost productivity of researchers performing Discovery; and
The Company lost nearly $60M is royalty fees because it had to cross-license with the competitor, thus eliminating its competitive advantage

Lastly, to avoid this from happening again, Management decided to move to electronic record management processes and to automate the security and attestation steps of the workflow so that scientists can focus on science and not be responsible for witnessing and attesting in a manual, ad hoc, laissez-faire approach.



Can your TTS guarantee its time stamps and process 

 will withstand the toughest legal scrutiny? 
• Can’t Be Forged

– Would require breaking two widely analyzed hash algorithms

• Independently Provable
– Time and content integrity can be independently validated

– Proof doesn’t depend on process or proprietary technology

• Protection Lasts the Lifetime of the Record
– No keys or certificates to expire

– Not subject to key compromise or digital signature limitations

• Protection Cannot Be Invalidated
– Not subject to key compromise

• Legally Defensible
– Will withstand the toughest legal scrutiny

• Backed by a Leading Litigation Support Firm
– A Sworn Affidavit – signed testament by an expert attesting to the 

 

defensibility of the time‐stamp service

– Access to an Independent Expert Witness bench

– Expert Witness Testimony

– Money‐back Guarantee 

How Legally Defensible is your Data?
 Delivering assurance and peace‐of‐mind



That’s Where We Come In
 Surety overview

•

 

Who we are...
• Headquartered in Reston, VA

• International footprint ‐

 

Surety Korea

• Founded in 1994, by prominent Bellcore scientists who pioneered the concept of trusted, 

 
digital timestamping (cryptographically based) 

•

 

Problem we solve…
• Protect the integrity and prove the authenticity of electronic records, files and other digital 

 
content (intellectual property content, legal evidence content)

•

 

Why is this a problem?
• “Bet‐the‐business issue”

 

in litigation, regulatory compliance and IP defense 

•

 

Technology expertise
• Trusted time‐stamp technology; patented approach (hash‐chain linking)

•

 

Core service offering

• AbsoluteProof®

 

Trusted Time‐Stamp Service (ANSI X9.95 and ISO/IEC‐18014‐3 compliant)

•

 

Legally defensible ‐

 

Guaranteed
• Technology and process will withstand the toughest legal scrutiny – we guarantee it

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Surety was founded by two prominent Bellcore cryptographers in 1993 to enable organizations to realize the efficiency and cost savings of using electronic records by eliminating concern for their authenticity and long-term legal defensibility. The company was spun out from Bellcore in 1994.

Surety develops software, and operates a third-party trusted time-stamp service, called AbsoluteProof, that enables its customers to reliably and independently prove the integrity of their electronic records both in the record management and in the electronic discovery processes.

Surety’s AbsoluteProof service, compliant to both the American National Standards Institute (ANSI) X9.95 standard as well as the ISO 18014-3 standard for trusted timestamping, proves that any digital content, regardless of format—including email, scanned images, scientific device readings, audio, video, CAD diagrams and audit logs, existed in its originally intended state, at a specific point in time, and has not been altered since. Surety has developed a series of modules, or products, that seamlessly connect corporate desktops, network and email servers, scanners and record management and storage applications with the AbsoluteProof service.
 
Surety’s customers, whether they use AbsoluteProof inside their record management processes, or in electronic discovery, purchase “peace of mind”. They are empowered to irrefutably prove the integrity of their electronic documents, throughout their chain of custody, which they need to legally defend themselves amid the threat of litigation and/or regulatory action.
  




HIGH-VALUE DATA SEALED HIGH-VALUE DATA

This is Now….

TAMPER EVIDENCE

That Was Then….

Nothing New
 Same need…new medium
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AbsoluteProof 
Client

AbsoluteProof 
Server

2

1

3

4

5

1.

 

AbsoluteProof Client creates a hash 

 
of an electronic file

2.

 

AbsoluteProof Client sends hash to 

 
AbsoluteProof Server, via secure 

 
Internet Connection

3.

 

AbsoluteProof Server securely and 

 
verifiably binds the hash and 

 
timestamp to create the Surety 

 
Integrity Seal.

4.

 

AbsoluteProof Server sends the 

 
Surety Integrity Seal to the 

 
AbsoluteProof Client.

5.

 

AbsoluteProof Client securely 

 
archives the Electronic Record and 

 
associated Surety Integrity Seal.

AbsoluteProof Service – How We Do It 
 Record sealing process



Time Source
Traceable to 

NIST

Bind & Link

Universal
Registry



2

3

4

1

1.

 

AbsoluteProof Client creates a 

 
hash of an electronic file, and 

 
compares it to the hash stored in 

 
the Surety Integrity Seal.

2.

 

AbsoluteProof Client sends 

 
Surety Integrity Seal to 

 
AbsoluteProof Server.

3.

 

AbsoluteProof Server confirms 

 
that both the hash and secure 

 
timestamp with the Surety 

 
Integrity Seal remain unaltered.

4.

 

AbsoluteProof Server sends a 

 
response to the AbsoluteProof 

 
Client, indicating validation was 

 
successful.

AbsoluteProof 
Client

AbsoluteProof 
Server

AbsoluteProof Service – How We Do It
 Validating the original authenticity of a record

Validate 
Binding and 

Linkage

Universal
Registry



Surety Customers’ Internal 
Systems

AbsoluteProof Universal Registry 
Database

Customer A Aug 11, 2003
07:45:00 

Aug 11, 2003
07:45:01 

Aug 11, 2003
07:45:02

Aug 11, 2003
07:45:03

Aug 11, 2003
07:45:04

New York Times 
Aug 20, 2003

AbsoluteProof Service – How We Do It 
 Hash‐chain linking & “widely witnessing”

+
Customer B

+
Customer C

+
Customer D

+

Summary
Hash

Values



Key Conclusions

•

 

Proving data authenticity is a “bet‐the‐business”

 

issue

•

 

Amended federal rules and new case law raise awareness

•

 

Corporate risk and economic impact are great

•

 

Lawyers use data integrity challenges as a weapon

•

 

Good people, processes and (compliant) systems, self‐managed or in the Cloud, are 

 
not enough to withstand a regulatory audit or a legal challenge

•

 

Data security , chain‐of‐custody

 

and transparency

 

are huge obstacles to broader 

 
cloud services adoption

•

 

Enterprise customers can independently prove the integrity of their data when they 

 
use trusted timestamps in a self‐managed or cloud computing environment

•

 

Cloud Services platforms can use “data integrity protection”

 

and “guarantee”

 

as a 

 
key competitive differentiator

•

 

Surety is the only trusted timestamp authority that guarantees the legal defensibility 

 
of its service



Questions – Contact Information

Tom Klaff, CEO
tklaff@surety.com
Tel: 571-748-5796

12020 Sunrise Valley Drive    

 

Reston, Virginia 20191    

 

Tel: 571.748.5800    

 

Fax: 571.748.5810


 

www.surety.com
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